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INTRODUCTION
This press kit gives you the opportunity to discover a selection of the biggest novelties from exhibitors present at the fair.
It also provides a convenient overview of all the Seafood Excellence Global Awards finalists.
Many of these novelties illustrate the most popular trends at Seafood Expo Global.
The seafood trends for 2019 are:

Ethnic cuisines: A focus on bringing the consumer specific regional ethnic cuisines and ingredients like Hor
Mok Thai coconut sauce, and Himalayan salt.
Smoke, smoke, smoke: More smoked products every year with a focus on premium cuts and preparations,
and unique ingredients and flavor profiles. Some examples this year are rum, and honey and bee pollen.
Spice and more spice: seafood curries, and fish and shellfish flavored with habanero chiles, spicy Thai sauces,
and sriracha.
Grains: Seafood salads with grains and legumes are a new offering this year from more than one company.
Seaweed: Seaweed as a culinary ingredient and new innovative snacks. Seaweed products are available on
their own and different varieties of seaweed are being incorporated in ready-made products.
Convenience: Convenience items continue to dominate. Most products entered in the competition are
either ready to eat or completely ready to prepare, with nothing for the consumer to add.
Healthy: Consumers find eating healthy more and more important. Companies make sure their products are
healthy and low in calories.
Aperitif: Fresh, small, bitesize aperitifs for consumers’ or caterers’ convenience.
Genuine flavors: Producers use fresh fish with no additives so consumers can eat genuine products with real
flavors.
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SEAFOOD EXCELLENCE GLOBAL AWARDS FINALISTS
AMACORE SEAFOOD
Hall P, Stand 4509

Amacore Seafood BV has been nominated as finalist of the Seafood Excellence Global Awards!
Amacore is a privately owned supplier of frozen seafood, located in Hilvarenbeek, the Netherlands. We import, distribute,
process and export to food wholesalers, distributors, food processors, food service and retail customers throughout
Europe and Middle East
It all began in 2002 when a dynamic young man found his passion: trading fresh seafood under the name Open Seas
(www.openseas.nl). A few years later Amacore B.V. saw the light of day, with the sale of frozen seafood as its core
business. Now almost 15 years later we are a member of the Future Fish Group (www.futurefish.nl); have brought
together a team of 50 dedicated professionals, and with our own production facility in the Netherlands we have strong
ambitions to grow even further.
What is the mission of Amacore?
Worldwide seafood for every human being. Happy people, world class fish!
Ocean Tartinade
This year, Amacore Seafood BV of the Netherlands introduces a new line of fish delicacies, called Ocean Tartinade.

Immediately, Ocean Tartinade is nominated as a finalist for the Seafood Excellence award at the Brussels 2019 Seafood
Expo Global.

Salmon

Cod

Tuna
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All flavors are available in 1000 gr, 500 gr, 150gr and 40gr packs
Ocean Tartinade is a top quality tartar of ultrafresh fish and honest ingredients, healthy and low in calories, which offers
endless ways to prepare or combine. It is excellent on sandwich or toast on its own, but a (home) chef can get creative
with it as well. It is presented in three fantastic tastes; tuna, salmon and cod, and in various packaging, all with a long
shelf life. It is a feast for both taste buds and the eye. It is so delicious and simple, it makes one wonder, why wasn’t this
created before.
Not often something completely new is introduced in the seafood industry for both business to business and end user,
but Ocean Tartinade is spot on.

Some suggestions!

Amacore Seafood BV
Postbus 92
5081 AB Hilvarenbeek
T: 0031 13 5052116
E: info@amacore.nl
Contact: Huub Leenders

SEG Brussel 7-9 May Stand P-4509
W: www.amacore.nl
E: huub@amacore.nl T: 0031 6 54667417
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CRUSTACOOK
Hall 5, Stand 729
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EMILE FOURNIER
Hall 5, Stand 501
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FRESHPACK
Hall 5, Stand 501
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GLOBEXPLORE
Hall 6, Stand 1305
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GUYADER
Hall 7, Stand 1601
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HÄTÄLÄ OY
Hall 8, Stand 4643

HÄTÄLÄ’S NORTHERN FISH
FINDS RECOGNITION IN EUROPE
Hätälä’s Flamed Salmon Fillet Original and Gravlax Arctic Berries reach the finals of the Seafood Excellence Global
Awards competition
Genuine arctic flavours can be enjoyed in Hätälä Oy’s delicious fish products. Increasing numbers of European consumers
have been bringing the Finnish fish delicacies to their tables. Hätälä is also competing in the Seafood Excellence Global
Awards finals, which will be held in the international Seafood Expo Global in Brussels.
Hätälä’s Flamed Salmon Fillet Original and Gravlax Arctic Berries are competing in the prestigious retail product
competition finals.
The Seafood Expo Global event is held on 7–9th May.
According to Hätälä’s Vice CEO Matti Isohätälä, flamed salmon is the company’s spearhead on the European markets. It
is a prestigious Finnish delicacy, which combines state-of-the-art technology with traditional grilling on an open fire. In
addition to the original product, Hätälä has also introduced flamed salmon with various flavours.
“Our flamed salmon tastes exquisite, is fully cooked and is ready to eat, either cold or warmed up as preferred. We have
decades of experience in preparing flamed salmon. Hätälä’s flamed salmon fillets are available in all our export markets:
Sweden, Denmark, Germany, France, Switzerland, Austria and Italy,” he explains.
The other Hätälä product competing for the Seafood Excellence Global Awards competition crown is Gravlax Arctic
Berries. This recent creation of Hätälä’s R&D combines two beautiful raw ingredients and flavours: fresh fish and fresh
arctic berries. Within Gravlax Arctic Berries, gravad salmon is accompanied by sea buckthorn, blueberries and
lingonberries.
Hätälä’s Vice CEO Matti Isohätälä explains that the company wanted to develop something new for fish lovers based on
the traditional gravlax recipe.
“I believe the result is a complete success. Gravlax Arctic Berries has already been available in shops in Finland and has
received highly positive feedback. In the rest of Europe the product was first on show at the SIAL Paris Expo. European
taste buds fell in love with the sublime taste of gravlax,” he says with a smile.
For more information
Hätälä Oy Vice CEO Matti Isohätälä, matti.isohatala@hatala.fi, +358 44 5626 039
Export Manager Juha Pahtamaa, juha.pahtamaa@hatala.fi, + 358 44 5626 202

The Hätälä Family. With 80 years’ experience, Finnish market leader Hätälä combines modern technology with
traditional handicraft to produce and market premium, BRC-compliant fish products for our retail customers. In our
high-quality products we only use fresh fish from the pure Nordic nature. Find out more: hatalafish.com
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HEE CHANG TRADING CO.
Hall 8, Stand 4589

Preparation instruction
Mong-lee means a dreamful girl named. Cute characters and friendly product names. The original fish sausage, which
everyone can enjoy delicious, is a product made for all ages. The spicy fish sausage made by adding the spicy taste of red
pepper is suitable for the snack of the adults. It can be enjoyed anywhere, anytime and easily.
Our company PB products called 'O-Snack and Mong-Lee', Development and supplies about 10 types of snacks and
exporting to various countries such as USA, Canada and UK to further raise brand awareness.
The original fish sausage, which everyone can enjoy delicious, is a product made for all ages. The spicy fish sausage made
by adding the spicy taste of red pepper is suitable for the snack of the adults. We have two flavors of original taste and
spicy taste.
Made with American fish flesh and paste (Pollock), cooked fish with flour, fresh vegetables, etc. It is easy to pull the red
sticker easily by the children who do not want to eat or eat fish fun.
Heechang is exporting USD 1 million annually to the EU with EU registered factories. Export labeling can be done at the
request of each buyer. In addition, “HEALTH CERTIFICATE” and “European Community Catch Certificate” for EU
exports and imports can be issued.
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IASC SEAFOOD
Hall, Stand

Product Name:

Seafood Parfait

Product Category:

Retail

Product Description:
Delicious, light parfait, ideal for crackers, crisp bread or seafood salads and sandwiches.
Our novel process delivers a light and flavourful seafood option for those looking for
something that isn't so filling or to introduce, for example, children to healthy seafood.
Storage:

Chill, 0 to 5 degrees Celsius

Product Varieties or Flavours:
• Smoked Trout, lemon & dill gel
• Smoked Mackerel, lime marmalade gel
• Roasted Salmon, Madagascan peppercorn & smoked paprika gel.
Ingredients List (in order of prominence):
• White sauce
• Milk
• Cream
• Seafood
• Egg yolks
• Fruit (Citrus) Juice
• Citrus Zest
• AgarAgar
• Kelp Seaweed
• Salt
• Pepper
• Dill.
GMO-free
Sustainably-sourced
Gluten-free option available.
What specific benefits does this product offer to the consumer?
A light, natural seafood parfait, an ideal introductory product to the wider seafood world.
An excellent addition to a seafood sandwich or salad.
t:+353(0)21.2061770/(0)86.8383006; e: c.ross@iascseafood.com, j.grimes@iascseafood.com; w: www.iascseafood.com
The iASC Atlantic Seafood Company of Ireland Limited, Unit E5 Grange Industrial Estate, Ballycurreen, Cork, T12 XP2N, Ireland.
Directors: J Grimes, C Ross [Managing]. RN: 520865, Vat N: 9852734F
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Smoked Mackerel Seafood Parfait with Lime Marmalade Gel SERVING SUGGESTIONS
This is a savoury seafood parfait , which is best served from the fridge. Serving suggestions:
1) Serve with warm buttered toast.
2) Serve with bruschetta
3) Serve with rye bread
4) Serve with brown soda bread
5) Serve with gluten free cracker
6) Serve with smoked mackerel to the side, with light salad.
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JC DAVID
Hall 5, Stand 501
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JOHN ROSS JR
Hall 9, Stand 4217

18th April 2018
LIMITED EDITION ROYAL WEDDING RUM SMOKED SALMON LAUNCHED
As the excitement mounts for the wedding of the year, fish merchants and curers by appointment to Her Majesty the
Queen, John Ross Jr, are celebrating the historically happy occasion by launching a celebration smoked salmon that
marries rum with smoked salmon.

The Original Rum Cured Smoked Salmon, which is presented in a bridal white pack, draws on a 160-year old recipe using
rum and sugar cane to create a unique and distinct flavour.
The new product is available in 90 Waitrose stores across the south east of England, UK independent retail stores,
retailers across Europe and online at www.johnrossjr.com from 23 April until the end of May, or until stocks last, priced
at £5.99 for 150g.

The product, which made its first appearance since the 19th century at the Coronation Festival, a 60th anniversary of The
Queen’s Coronation staged in the gardens of Buckingham Palace in July 2013, has since been refined to provide a more
rounded sweetness and an extra succulent texture.
Slowly smoked in John Ross Jr’s signature traditional brick kilns on Aberdeen Harbour for up to 24 hours after being
marinated with rum by the Master Smoker, the Aberdeen-based smoked salmon producer believes that this is the ‘best
interpretation yet’ of a recipe that was first introduced to the Scottish community in 1857.
Despite the anticipated success of its Original Rum Cured Smoked Salmon and high mainstream demand for the product
following its initial reception in 2013, the firm maintains that it will only reserve it for special occasions.

As Christopher Leigh, CEO at John Ross Jr, says: “The first of two royal weddings this year is bound to bring joy and
happiness to not just millions but billions of people and we couldn’t help but mark these special occasions in our own
way. So many people show love through food and it seemed so fitting to celebrate in the best way we know how. We
feel that this represents a fitting way for John Ross Jr to pay its respects and celebrate the marriage of Prince Harry and
Megan Markle and we wish them every happiness for the future. ”

For more information on John Ross Jr visit www.johnrossjr.com.

Ends
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Notes to editors:
Media contacts
For further information, please contact Stuart Pearson at The PR Farm on 01483 343636 / 07812 086211 or
stuart@theprfarm.com.

Notes to editors:
Image caption: Smoked salmon fit for royalty - John Ross Jr’s Limited Edition Original Rum Cured Smoked Salmon will
be available for a limited time only

About John Ross Jr
The kilns located at the heart of John Ross Jr’s smokehouse have been producing superior Scottish smoked Scottish
salmon in the truly traditional way for over 160 years.
John Ross Jr has been producing smoked salmon in the time-honoured fashion since 1987 using brick kilns so rare that
they have been awarded ‘listed’ status by Historic Scotland, survived throughout the 20 th century and are still used today.
Used every day, the traditional brick kilns are used to smoke what many world-class chefs claim to be the best smoked
salmon in the world.
Proud holders of the Royal Warrant and two-time winners of the Queen’s Award for Enterprise, John Ross Jr supplies
world-renowned hotels and restaurants in the UK and over 34 countries across the globe with its smoked salmon, gravadlax
and other smoked fish, smoked meat and fresh fish and meat products.
For more information, please visit www.johnrossjr.com.
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KINGFISH ZEELAND
Hall 9, Stand 4239
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SEWHA SEAFOOD CO
Hall 8, Stand 4589
Gim & Gim Almond Snacks

People nowadays are more health-conscious than they used to be. Sewha Seafood is here to globally provide well
balanced, healthy and delicious snacks!
Healthy snacking is now possible with Gim & Gim Almond Snacks.
Unlike fried snacks, our product (Gim & Gim Almond) is a roasted snack made with "Gim", meaning seaweed in Korean,
and rich in minerals, vitamins and proteins and dietary fiber.
It is more nutritious than any other snack. In addition, we use the best quality seaweed in Korea, and we are producing
snacks in strict quality control environment by fully equipped with world-recognized food management system such as
BRC.
Our snack is prepared in a very unique way. Between thin sliced seaweed sheets, crunchy nuts and sesame are
sandwiched and made into low-calorie snacks.
Gim & Gim Almond products are made by the following process:
1.

Sprinkle with teriyaki sauce on top of the roasted seaweed

2.

Add thinly sliced almonds and toasted sesame seeds in between the seaweed sheets

3.

Roast again for crunchy texture

It is a healthy snack of 1pack with a low calorie content with a protein of 5g and a fiber content of 2g.
In a hygienic manufacturing environment, we will continue to increase our product line of super snacks using the finest
ingredients of seaweed in Korea.
We will strive to help keep the world's diet (snack) environment healthy.
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SHORE
Hall 6, Stand 923
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ST JAMES SMOKEHOUSE
Hall 9, Stand 4227
St. James Smokehouse creates ‘haute cuisine' smoked salmon.

Hot off the heels of their recently awarded "Best New Retail Product" at the Seafood Expo North America 2019, St. James
Smokehouse® has been selected as a Seafood Excellence Global Award FINALIST for SAINT® PURE SALMON, smoked with
Florida orange & grapefruit wood.

The new contemporary brand is hand-crafted in Miami and joins the family alongside the award-winning Scotch Reserve®
and Nordic Reserve® retail products.

St. James Smokehouse is one of the world’s few remaining family-owned salmon smokehouses - born from a passion for
perfection and true authenticity. With two BRC “AA” accredited facilities in Scotland and now with a new state-of-theart BRC “AA” certified smokehouse in Miami, St. James Smokehouse® is focusing on building their premium quality brands
globally.

Using their expertise and heritage, St. James Smokehouse has created a product that stands as a symbol for the new
generation of smoked salmon buyers and consumers. They wanted to produce something that tasted special, looked
special, but wasn’t only reserved for special occasions.

Sourcing only ASC certified fresh (never frozen) salmon, high in protein and heart-healthy Omega 3 oils, SAINT® PURE
SALMON is hand-cured with only sea salt & brown sugar and gently smoked using locally sourced, re-claimed orange &
grapefruit woods from Florida citrus growers. The use of these citrus woods characterizes the salmon with a light fruity
smoke and the vertical sashimi-style cut offers an unconventional yet perfect bite-size slice.

SAINT® PURE SALMON is creative ‘haute cuisine’ - an artful and elaborate product that encapsulates premium quality
and innovation. The stylish, contemporary, eye-catching packaging is a fusion of “food meets art” and makes a statement
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amongst the more traditional offerings on the market. The brand appeals to the aspirational, educated, food savvy
shopper who is looking for an affordable luxury item and enjoys the best possible value for money.

SAINT® PURE SALMON is non GMO and free of growth hormones, artificial preservatives, colors or flavors. It is currently
available in 4oz and 8oz varieties and
St. James Smokehouse® is already expanding the line by adding more unique smoke profiles to the brand.
For more information about the company visit www.StJamesSmokehouse.com, email Info@StJamesSmokehouse.com or
call the Miami office at 305-461-0231 @STJAMESSMOKE

Raul Marquez
Creative Department
St. James Smokehouse Inc.
5850 NW 32nd Ave, Miami FL 33142
Tel: 305 461 0231 Fax: 305 402 4666 Cell: 305 903 9870
St. James Smokehouse (Scotland) Ltd.
Station Road, Annan, Dumfries & Galloway, DG12 6BA, Scotland
Tel: +44 (0)1461 20 36 70 Fax: +44 (0)1461 20 30 12
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VICIUNAI
Hall 6, Stand 927

PRESS INFO
SMOKED SALMON BEE HONEY & POLLEN

Viciunai Group is selected with 3 products into the finals of the Seafood Excellence Global Awards. One of the finalist
products is smoked salmon with bee honey and pollen.

Salmon products are one of the healthiest fish products rich in high quality
proteins, Omega-3 acids, D vitamin and minerals.

Now it is even better with additional natural ingredients – bee honey and
pollen which are rich in vitamins, minerals and antioxidants.

Bee honey also helps to improve cholesterol and immune system, lower
heart diseases risk.

Discover new taste for healthier living!
If you want more information, do not hesitate to contact us by e-mail:
info@vici.eu.

PRESS INFO
SURIMI NOODLES WOK STYLE

Viciunai Group is selected with 3 products into the finals of the Seafood Excellence Global Awards. One of the finalist
products is surimi noodles wok style.
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Classic of Asian cuisine noodles reborn and become to surimi wok,
which is made from proteins of fish.

For a perfect match surimi wok goes with Chinese vegetables and
dressed with Korean glazing sauce.

Just grab this ready meal served in a convenient lunch box and
enjoy the rest of your lunch time.

If you want more information, do not hesitate to contact us by e-mail: info@vici.eu.

PRESS INFO
TUNA TASTE CHUNKS FROM SURIMI

Viciunai Group is selected with 3 products into the finals of the Seafood Excellence Global Awards. One of the finalist
products is tuna taste chunks from surimi.

Looks like tuna, tastes like tuna, but made from surimi!

With tuna populations becoming endangered species, we have
created an alternative to canned tuna.

From now on, all seafood lovers can enjoy this MSC-certified
surimi with delicious tuna flavour. 100% tuna friendly product
containing no mercury and oils, thus adding further to your own
(and tunas) well-being.

Be responsible and enjoy delicious tuna flavored surimi!
If you want more information, do not hesitate to contact us by e-mail: info@vici.eu.
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SEAFOOD EXPO GLOBAL
BLUE HARVEST
Hall 6, Stand 1225

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Media Contact: Mark Zieff
Marketing Director, Blue Harvest Fisheries
mark.zieff@bhfisheries.com
blueharvestfisheries.com

Blue Harvest Fisheries Expands Offerings to Meet Customer Demand for Sustainable, WildCaught Seafood

USA-Harvested Haddock, Acadian Redfish, and Atlantic Pollock Now Available
New Bedford, MA—April 2, 2019— Blue Harvest Fisheries, fast-growing brand leader for responsibly harvested, U.S.
sourced seafood, will be showcasing a new portfolio of premium-quality, wild-caught seafood products at the Seafood
Expo Global 2019 in Brussels, Belgium.
The groundfish offerings, including haddock, Acadian redfish and Atlantic pollock, provide wholesale and retail buyers
with even more options for meeting the needs of today’s health-conscious consumers. Wild-caught and sustainably
harvested from U.S. waters, the new products deliver on Blue Harvest’s promise to provide the best quality, most
delicious fresh and frozen seafood.
“Trust is very hard to earn, and our team works relentlessly to earn and keep our customers’ trust every day,” said Blue
Harvest CEO Keith Decker. “These new product offerings are more than just great seafood—they are further evidence of
our commitment to being the most transparent, environmentally respectful, and uncompromisingly honest company in
our industry. We’re proud of the hard work our crews, captains, and team have put into bringing these great products
from the ocean to your table.”
Blue Harvest wild-caught groundfish are harvested by company owned vessels from MSC certified fisheries in Georges
Bank and the Gulf of Maine. All products are processed at the company’s state-of-the art, SQF Level 3 waterfront
processing facility in New Bedford, MA. To meet the needs of a variety of customers, the products are available fresh or
frozen, in a variety of pack sizes.
To learn more about the haddock, Acadian redfish, and Atlantic pollock as well as other products Blue Harvest offers
including scallops and cod, check out the company’s website, which includes updated product information and details
about each species.

About Blue Harvest Fisheries
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Blue Harvest Fisheries is a leading supplier of premium quality seafood sustainably harvested from MSC certified fisheries
in the U.S. The company operates its own fleet of scallop and groundfish vessels as well as offload facilities in Newport
News, VA, Fairhaven, MA and at a state of the art SQF Level 3 waterfront manufacturing facility in New Bedford, MA. The
Blue Harvest Fisheries product line features sea scallops, Pacific cod, haddock, Acadian redfish and Atlantic pollock. The
company also offers swordfish and tuna from approved third-party vessels. Blue Harvest Fisheries products are sold fresh
and frozen under the Blue Harvest Brand to leading restaurants, wholesalers and distributors across the U.S. and abroad.
The company is also a major private label supplier to leading retailers and food service distributors. For more information
visit www.blueharvestfisheries.com.

ESCAL
Hall 5, Stand 113

Escal, specialist for frozen sustainable seafood

Escal, the French seafood specialist who reassures and seduces
« Founded more than 40 years ago, Escal is today a growing company in Europe and worldwide. The firm reached a global
turnover of 143 million euros this year and registered a significant progression on its frozen seafood brand.
It is our expertise in the selection of quality products and our choice to prioritize sustainable products, which allow us
today to differentiate ourselves from competitors and to win customers’ satisfaction. Thanks to our engagements and
certifications, we contribute to develop healthier and sustainable food habits. Today, more than two-thirds of our
references are eco-certified ASC, MSC or ORGANIC. Our long-term ambition is to be able to provide only sustainable
seafood in order to encourage a responsible purchasing choice.
In 2019, we are pursuing our objectives: offering safe and tasty products coming from sustainable sources and innovate
to answer customers’ expectations in terms of taste, practicality and transparency. »

Lois TOURRES, CEO
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[Escal is present on several segments of frozen seafood]
The seafood cocktail
Made of prawns, mussels, squid, octopus and cuttlefish, the seafood cocktail can be used for many recipes : with pasta,
in a risotto or paella.

Leader on this sector in France and Germany, the brand stands out from the other thanks to the quality of its products
but also their ease of use. Frutti di Mare exists for various needs: family-size, premium, all’olio. Elaborated exclusively
from raw materials carefully selected, Escal seafood cocktail is prepared and packaged in Strasbourg, in France.

The prawns

Despite the decreasing market for prawns in France, Escal de- veloped its sales in 2018. The peeled and cooked prawns
are a Bestseller for Escal, especially the one from Ecuador, which are also ASC-certified. The origin, known for its
superior qua- lity, paired with an SSP certification (Sustainable Shrimps Partnership) guaranteeing a feeding without
antibiotics at all production steps, enable to offer a high-quality product known by the customers.
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The premium fish fillets

Launched during the second half of 2018, the range of Escal’s fish fillets
is already distributed in many supermarkets. Coun- ting 5 references (cod, haddock, saithe, salmon and albacore tuna),
this range was the first of the shelf to be 100% certified as sustainable (ASC labelled salmon, other references: MSC
certified).
Coming from responsible sources, these fishes with a gua- ranteed and certified origin are 100% natural (without additives and treatments, they are frozen right after their capture and packed in individual vacuum package for a better
storage
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The festive products

Wanting to provide a wide range of seafood products for all occasions, Escal has proposed for several
years a festive range including 2 pre- mium products popular among customers: the frozen scallops
and the lobsters.

-

Coming from a sustainable MSC-certified fishery, the
scallops are frozen right after their capture to ensure their
freshness and a unique taste. Presented raw and without
roe, they can be adapted to all recipes.

-

Escal lobster comes from sustainable fisheries and is MSCcer- tified. Furthermore, it is easy to prepare since it is
already cooked and simply needs to be defrozen. It is the
perfect match for all celebra- tions, particularly Christmas.

[Our engagement]
Escal has been engaged in favour of sustainable development for more than 40 years. That’s why it
offers sustainable products ASC, MSC or organic. Aware of the planet’s limited resources, Escal
imposes strict spe- cifications to select high quality products, fished and farmed in a sustainable way
and in satisfying social conditions.
The ASC certification guarantees a responsible
aquaculture, implying a preserved natural environment,
healthy feeding, limited fish den- sity, a reasoned water
and effluents management and the respect of local
communities.

The MSC certification is the guarantee for sustainable
fishing. It im- plies preserving the balance of resources
and their natural surroun- dings, setting up actions
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against bycatch and using an efficient mana- gement
system.

The organic certification certifies organic aquaculture,
which comply with different key features including rules
that specify that biodiver- sity should be respected, the
provision that organic feeds should be used, strict water
quality requirements and maximum stocking den- sities.
[The latest news and innovations of the brand]
Innovations: ASC certified prawns and glutenfree Calamar Romana

King Size prawns
250g - ASC
The King Size prawns from Ecuador: a product of quality, ASC certified and guaranteed
without antibiotics at all steps of the process.
The cocktail prawns peeled and cooked: they are also ASC certified, perfect for daily cooking thanks to
their excellent quality-price ratio.

Cocktail prawns 330g - ASC
The glutenfree Calamar Romana: they consist of squid rings in a glutenfree batter made of pea flakes,
riceflour and cornflour.
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Glutenfree Calamar Romana 400g
The organic range is getting a relooking for 2019

Launched in 2010, Escal’s organic range
presents this year a new identity which evokes the naturality, the quality and the freshness. The whole
Escal’s organic products be- nefit from a healthy feeding originating from responsible and sustainable
production methods. The Escal’s organic prawns, salmon and mussels are originating from farming
certified by an independent organism, which controls the water quality, and protect the ecosystems.
The prawns are coming from Ecuador, the salmon from Ireland or Norway and the mussels from Chile.
The export is one of the main levers for Escal
International trade has always played an important role in the development strategy of the brand.
Histori- cally well implemented in Germany, Escal records in 2018 an excellent progression of +28% on
this market, especially thanks to the launch of the fish fillets. The brand succeeded in Europe with great
progressions in 2018 in Austria and Belgium. The rest of the world represents 10% of the sales revenue
and records in 2018 a progress of 10%.
[ESCAL on Seafood Expo Global]

Escal is taking part in the Seafood Expo in Brussels from the 7th to the 9th of May 2019.
They will present their latest innovations on their Stand Hall 5 – Stand 113.
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NATIONAL PAVILION OF RUSSIA
Hall 11, stands 2501, 2601, 2621

Dear colleagues, good afternoon!
The organizers of National joint pavilion of Russian Federation invite you to the press conference with
key representatives of Russian fish industry, which will speak about tendentious and trends of Russian
market, development and perspectives of Russian fish and seafood export on European market.
The speakers:
Petr Savchuk – Deputy Head of Federal Agency for Fishery. He will answer on the questions about
situation in the Russian fish industry and Russian export politic.
Ivan Fetisov – Expo Solutions Group CEO, the organizer of National joint pavilion of Russian Federation.
He will speak about Russian fishman, which are ready to export own products on European market,
about amount and type of exported fish product, plans and prospects Russian export of fish and
seafood on European market.
Date and time the press conference: 7th May, 1 p.m., the National joint pavilion of Russian Federation
(hall 11, stands 2501, 2601, 2621)
20 fishing industry and processing companies, such as NOREBO, Russian Fishery, NBAMR, Dikiy Ulov,
Magadanryba, Yuzhno-Kyrilsky fish factory, F.E.S.T., Antey, Defa Group will belong to the Russian joint
pavilion.
Also, you will speak with representatives of the companies and take the commentaries on the trending
topic.
Russian companies will present fish products, which are the most interesting for European market,
such as salmon and white fish fillets, preserves, canned goods, wild scallop, prawn and sea cucumber.
Traditionally, at the territory of Russian joint pavilion will be organized the big degustation of products
by participators of stand and own catering.
We kindly ask you confirm in advance your presence in the press conference and sent the list of
interesting questions, which you want to ask.
Contact for communication:
Anna Ilina
Expo Solutions Group PR-manager
a.ilina@rusfishexpo.com
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OCEAN TREASURE CHINA
Hall 5, Stand 136

Ocean Treasure- Your Reliable Seafood Expert
Ocean Treasure was founded in 2008，which is a company specializing in the export of frozen fishes
and seafood and focus on the development and supply more abundant seafood, more fast and strict
temperature-controlled transportation, more healthy seafood cuisine and more intimate after-sales
service. We are going to take the customer’s demands as the value of our brand development to realize
our brand’s sustainable development.
Our annual export quantity exceeds 20,000 tons, mainly sold to Europe and America. Therefore, our
all products are in strict Europe quality control standard and stand the quality-test of Europe and
America market. Our company always keeps the leading advantage in domestic seafood export market.
We have seafood export experience for many years, with the enthusiasm for providing pollution-free
and healthy seafood from all over the world. Ocean Treasure has launched the domestic business. We
will provide the best quality service for the clients in retail, transportation and after-sales.
We have a professional refrigerator car, using scientific and strict temperature-controlled transporting
methods to solve “the last mile logistics problems” for the customers. We will bring the high-quality
and healthy frozen seafood products to your table, balancing nutrition for your health life.
Our products are from pollution-free waters all over the world, with the fish, the shrimp, the
cephalopods, the fish surimi, the powder coating products and seafood ingredients. In our shop, you
can purchase the Cod, Black Cod and Pollock Cod from Alaska, Boston Lobster, Arctic Surf Clams, Arctic
Shrimp, Black Tiger, Greenland Halibut, etc. Of course, we also can provide you with fish fillet, shrimp
meat and powder coating products to save your time, simplify your cooking process, ensure a easy
seafood cuisine life. Of course, we also can provide you with fish fillet, shrimp and powder coating
products to save your time, simplify your cooking process, so you can enjoy seafood cuisine easily.
Ocean Treasure’s extension from supplier to terminal sales shows our enthusiasm that we are eager
to communicate with customers face to face. Our product concept is "Safe, Natural, Healthy". Hence,
we will establish and improve the product traceability system. We will bring every detail in the whole
process of “origin - production - packaging - retail -after-sales” for you and your family. Ocean Treasure
is honored to offer you the premium seafood from all over the world, the latest trend and information
of seafood, and the healthy and fashionable seafood cuisine. Meanwhile, we are able to transport our
seafood in the restricted -18℃ condition and deliver to your home by our refrigerated vans.
Interactively, we are looking forward to hearing all your enjoyment of our seafood, the creation of your
own unique cooking, and wonderful moments by sharing our seafood with your family and friends.
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SEAFOODIA
Hall 9, Stand 4169

SEAFOODIA GROUP ENTERS GROWTH PHASE
The SEAFOODIA group, a key player in the distribution and sales of seafood products worldwide, has
acquired ARGIS GALAC’SEA, a family-owned company based in Lorient, France and specialized in the
import & sales of frozen seafood products, end of 2018.
This acquisition is part of a global strategy of growth for SEAFOODIA who is targeting
€ 400 million
in turnover by 2026 and a place in the Top 100 seafood companies worldwide.
Since joining the group, ARGIS GALAC’SEA has changed its name to become ARGISFOOD. It will use this
opportunity to reinforce its position on the French market and to source an even wider range of
sustainable and healthy products, from both land and sea.
According to David Sussmann, President of SEAFOODIA, ‘’this acquisition will help us consolidate our
commercial presence on the French market and develop our activity in the ‘’wonders from the ocean’’
that contribute to the health of mankind, animals and the planet.’’
About the company
Founded in 1996, SEAFOODIA is a committed company with more than 70 employees worldwide. With
a turnover of € 170 million in 2019, it is one of the Top 400 seafood companies worldwide. Its objective
is to reach the Top 100 by 2026.
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The SEAFOODIA Group is present at Seafood Expo Global 2019 in Brussels.
Come visit us at:
SEAFOODIA - Canada Pavilion: Hall 9, Booth 4169 & Morocco Pavilion Hall 5
Contact: inquiry@seafoodia.com
ARGISFOOD - French Pavilion: Hall 7, Booth 1501
Contact: contact@argisfood.com
For further information: www.seafoodia.com; www.argisfood.com
Press Contact:
Charlotte Farrar – cfarrar@seafoodia.com

SEAFOOD PROCESSING GLOBAL
AQUAMAOF
Hall 3, Stand 5451

AquaMaof brings its responsibly-farmed land-based aquaculture practices to Seafood Expo Global
2019; Introduces a new branding
BRUSSELS, 7-9 May 2019, Hall 3, stand #3-5451 - AquaMaof Aquaculture Technologies Ltd., the world
leader in Recirculating Aquaculture System (RAS) based technology and turnkey projects, will display
its advanced aquaculture technology at this year’s Seafood Expo Global event in Brussels on May 7-9.
The event offers AquaMaof an opportunity to present the global seafood marketplace with the
company’s many developments: more than 10 projects currently in the works in either the
construction stage or advanced design stage, in worldwide locations such as Canada, Russia, and Japan.
The facilities have reached a total overall capacity of 36,000 tons, and are mostly focused on growing
salmon.
The company will also highlight its most recent technological advancements including the integration
of advanced techniques such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Big Data, IoT, Machine Learning and more –
in order to further streamline operations and enhance the performance of future facilities.
AquaMaof’s technology is a solution for responsibly-farmed aquaculture practices, for almost any type
of fish. Strategically located near large cities, AquaMaof designed facilities can grow fresh and natural
fish with no added antibiotics or chemicals, by using proprietary water recycling techniques and
efficient power consumption.
“We look forward to participating in this premier industry event, and officially launch our new
branding,” says David Hazut, CEO of AquaMaof. “This is a great opportunity to share insights,
strategies, and market trends, meet with partners, suppliers and clients while showcasing our cuttingedge technology among top industry leaders.”
AquaMaof is showcasing its technology at Seafood Expo Global at booth #3-5451, May 7-9.
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About AquaMaof Technologies Ltd.
AquaMaof Aquaculture Technologies Ltd. is a privately-owned company, specializing in the field of
indoor aquaculture technology and turn-key projects. With over 30 years of experience, AquaMaof’s
team of technology and aquaculture experts have been providing research and development, as well
as comprehensive design, production, operations and support solutions for aqua farming in over 50
locations around the world. The Company's unique indoor fish production capabilities offer advanced,
sustainable and cost-effective solutions to today's fish growing needs. From concept to operational
fish production facilities, the company's cutting-edge RAS (Recirculating Aquaculture Systems) based
solution is proven worldwide.
For more information on AquaMaof please visit our website: www.aquamaof.com
Contact Information:
Shirley Shoshaney-Kleiner
Marketing Manager
AquaMaof Aquaculture Technologies Ltd.
Tel: +972-52-9076555
Email: shirley@aquamaof.com

EMERSON
Hall 4, Stand 5904

Emerson Helps Customers Monitor Ambient and Pulp Temperature with
GO Real-Time Flex Tracker

Berlin, Germany — February 6, 2019 — Emerson (NYSE: EMR) announced today at the Fruit Logistica
International Trade Fair for Fruit and Vegetable Marketing the release of its GO Real-Time Flex Tracker.
This latest product introduction provides the versatility to help customers simultaneously monitor
ambient temperature, measure relative humidity and take pulp temperature readings for produce and
other perishable products. The GO Real-Time Flex Tracker is ideal for scenarios where shippers seek
the ability to monitor the internal temperature of products with a probe. This complementary feature,
coupled with ambient temperature and relative humidity tracking helps achieve optimal freshness and
improve shelf life of sensitive commodities such as berries, melons and other fresh cut produce.
This new version of the popular GO Real-Time Tracker also provides valuable features such as location
and light sensing capabilities with real-time actionable alerts. In addition, this tracker is available in
both a single-use or reusable, multi-use model which is suitable for round trip delivery scenarios where
the device can easily be retrieved.
“We are offering our customers flexible solutions to help tackle their most complex, in-transit cargo
monitoring needs. Our customers rely upon ongoing new product advancements such as the GO RealTime Flex Tracker to help support the delivery of quality, fresh products safely to the consumer,” said
Frank Landwehr, vice president and general manager, Cargo Solutions for Emerson.
Customers can continue to leverage the online Oversight dashboard or Oversight mobile app to help
monitor real-time shipments during transport of cargo. To download the app or for more information
on end-to-end cold chain monitoring solutions, visit Emerson.com/Cargo.
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About Emerson
Emerson (NYSE: EMR), headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri (USA), is a global technology and
engineering company providing innovative solutions for customers in industrial, commercial and
residential markets. Our Emerson Automation Solutions business is a leader in helping process and
discrete manufacturers automate and optimize production processes through our best-in-class
technologies and industry expertise. Our Emerson Commercial & Residential Solutions business
develops technologies and services that improve human comfort, safeguard food, protect the
environment, enable sustainable food waste disposal and support efficient construction and
maintenance of buildings and municipal infrastructure. For more information, visit Emerson.com.

###
For more information, contact:
Linda Handlos, Marketing Communications Manager
Linda.Handlos@Emerson.com
+12084899044

ESTUDIS ELECTRO-MECANICS
Hall 3, Stand 5639

Seafood Expo Global
SEAFOOD 2019
Barcelona, 22 March 2019.
E2M - ESTUDIS ELECTRO-MECANICS is specialized in the designing, manufacturing and setting up of
equipment intended to control the quality of production lines.
Our main target is constant innovation in inspection through artificial vision, as well as orientation and
rejection systems for all kinds of containers.
With more 25 years of experience in the field of technology, we have been developing the business
internationally by offering adapted and efficient solutions to the demands of each project.
The international presence of E2M is mainly focused on the following sectors: food packaging and
beverages packaging (wines, foaming wines, sweet beverages, spirituous drinks, beers and juices), but
also on the pharmaceutical, chemical and cosmetic industry.
In our stand 5639 (Hall 3) we will be able to show you our machine VISIOCANEND.
The VISIOCANEND is an artificial vision inspector for any type of double-seam cans: Dingley, Club,
Oval, Hansa, etc.
Strategy:
• Machine vision: full length of the closure perimeter.
• Inspection: 100% of the can production, without physically handling them.
• Technical approach:
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• Geometrical analysis below the outside of the seam.
• Pneumatic rejection of defective units.
Inspection:
• Applies to visually detectable double seam irregularities.
• Those irregularities that render the safety of the can questionable (“V”, droops and knocked
down flanges).
Precision:
• False accepts: 0/1000.
• False rejects: % (depends on the accuracy required).
Canning line:
• High performance lines (300upm).
• Constant flow of inspected cans.
CONTACT
C/. Pau Vilà i Dinarès, 4-10
08192 Sant Quirze del Vallès, Barcelona (Spain)
comercial@e2m.es
www.e2m.es

FITPAK
Hall 3, Stand 5440

Fitpak will be At Seafood Expo Show With Its New Films
We provide total packaging solutions for Seafood & Fish Packaging
•
•
•
•
•
•

High oxygen and moisture barrier films, with EVOH and PA
MAP & Tray seal lidding films
Thermoformable soft bottom webs
Vacuum Bags
Zipper Doypacks
Films for frozen products.

With its 9 layers air-blown co-extruder, Fitpak is able extrude, laminate, 10 colours flexo print on films
and make bags at the same spot; a rare aspect for a film producer.
Fitpak leads extensive R&D projects and since its establishment, achieved many improvements in its
product range including but not limited to the below films.
• Recyclable films & bags
• Retortable films & bags
• Coloured films
• Matt finish and paper touch feel application

We will be waiting for you at booth no. 3-5440 during Seafood Expo in Bruxelles.
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Kind Regards,
Fitpak Ambalaj ve Kimya San. Tic. A.Ş.
Address: Ismail Tiryaki Cad. No 14 MOSB 4. Kısım 45030 Manisa – Turkiye
Phone: +902362140717
E-mail: info@fitpak.com.tr

MULTIVAC
Hall 4, Stand 6051

MULTIVAC at Seafood 2019 in Brussels (Hall 4, Stand 6051)
Attractive packs for fish and crustaceans
Wolfertschwenden, 19 February 2019 - At Seafood 2019 MULTIVAC will be exhibiting packaging
solutions, which contribute to extending the shelf life of fish and seafood as well as ensuring, that
the product is presented attractively at the point of sale. In addition to concepts for producing
attractive vacuum skin packs, the focus of the trade fair will also include packaging solutions, which
meet the current demand for recyclability and minimisation of plastic consumption in the production
of food packaging.
The MultiFresh™ concept from MULTIVAC, the specialist in packaging, offers a proven process for
packing food in vacuum skin packs. In addition to a wide spectrum of thermoforming packaging
machines and traysealers, there is also an extensive range of skin films available, which was developed
in conjunction with leading film manufacturers, and which ensures that optimum packaging results are
achieved. This means that even food products with sharp edges or hard areas, such as bones or shells,
as well as those with high product protrusion, can be packed securely and with a high-quality
appearance. In Brussels the MultiFreshTM process will be demonstrated on a thermoforming packaging
machine, which is capable of being configured individually, as well as on a compact, fully automatic
traysealer.
The high-performance R 275 MF thermoforming packaging machine, which will be exhibited at
Seafood, is designed for packing whole fish in vacuum skin packs. It enables high-quality packs to be
produced for an extensive range of products, and it achieves a high level of output with maximum
efficiency.
When it comes to producing MultiFreshTM tray packs in small to medium-sized batches, MULTIVAC will
be showing the space-saving
T 300 MF entry-level model. This compact traysealer can be designed as multi-track and combined
with various discharge systems. Thanks to the simple die change, the machine can quickly be converted
for different pack sizes and shapes. Electric drive systems for the tray transport, lifting unit and film
trim winder ensure that it has an energy-efficient method of operation.
Thanks to its PaperBoard range, MULTIVAC is able to meet the rising demand for sustainable
packaging solutions. “At Seafood we are expecting a high level of interest from visitors in this area in
particular,” explains Valeska Haux, Vice President of Corporate Marketing at MULTIVAC. On display will
be a range of concepts, which contribute to reducing the use of plastics in packaging production, as
well as concepts for producing packs that meet current recycling requirements. The MULTIVAC
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PaperBoard range comprises a wide variety of paper fibre-based materials, which MULTIVAC has
developed in conjunction with leading packaging manufacturers, and which can be used to produce
MAP and vacuum skin packs on thermoforming packaging machines and traysealers.
For labelling these packs, MULTIVAC will be exhibiting a Full-wrap labelling solution for efficient wraparound labelling of a wide range of packs. A conveyor belt labeller is used to apply a label to the top of
the pack, then over both sides and finally onto the base of the pack. In contrast to other labelling or
sleeving systems, full-wrap labelling offers many benefits in terms of label quality, efficiency and
presentation at the point of sale. The process is very flexible in being able to run labels made from
different materials and in a wide variety of shapes, and it ensures that maximum labelling quality is
achieved even with unusual pack shapes.
[3,645 characters incl. spaces]
About MULTIVAC
MULTIVAC is one of the leading providers worldwide of packaging solutions for food products of all
types, life science and healthcare products as well as industrial items. The MULTIVAC portfolio covers
virtually all requirements of processors and producers in terms of pack design, output and resource
efficiency. It comprises a wide range of packaging technologies as well as automation solutions,
labellers and quality control systems. The product range is rounded off with portioning and processing
solutions upstream of the packaging procedure. Thanks to extensive expertise in packaging lines, all
modules can be integrated into complete solutions. This means that MULTIVAC solutions guarantee a
high level of operational and process reliability as well as efficiency. The MULTIVAC Group has
approximately 5,900 employees worldwide, with some 2,200 based at its headquarters in
Wolfertschwenden. With over 80 subsidiaries, the Group is represented on all continents. More than
1,000 sales advisors and service technicians throughout the world use their know-how and experience
to the benefit of customers, and they ensure that all installed MULTIVAC machines are utilised to their
maximum. Further information can be found at: www.multivac.com.

SAMSKIP
Hall 4, Stand 6115
Samskip has an extensive network of reefers, barges and trains, FrigoCare cold storage and
warehouses, ships and trucks as the leader in multimodal transport in Europe. Samskip provides
services in 26 countries across Europe, North and South America, Asia and Australia and employs
1700 people around the world with an annual turnover of 810 million EUR. Samskip operates 16
thousand containers, 800 megatrailers, and over 20 vessels including the environmentally friendly
LNG vessels of NorLines sailing between Eesmhaven and Cuxhaven.
Samskip attends the Seafood Expo Global/Seafood Processing Global to offer the right equipment for
your specific cargo needs with a wide range of environmentally responsible solutions delivering great
value.
Iceland’s North Atlantic schedule offers five ships optimised for fresh fish deliveries in Rotterdam and
Hull on Sunday with imports to Iceland on Sunday and Monday. This makes Icelandic produce
available on Europe’s markets on Monday attaining the highest market price.
###END###
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Steinunn Jónasdóttir
Vefstjóri Markaðsdeild / Web Manager
Markaðs- og Samskiptadeild / Marketing and communication

Together We Make Things Happen

Reykjavík, Iceland
Phone: +354 458 8162
Mobile: +354 858 8162
Email: steinunn.jonasdottir@samskip.com
Website: www.samskip.is

STALAM
Hall 4, Stand 6351

Defrosting fish in minutes, preserving its quality?
Yes, you can!
Stalam will present at Seafood Processing the latest and most advanced Radio Frequency technology
for the rapid defrosting of fish and seafood.
The Stalam technology can rapidly generate heat volumetrically within the product and therefore
defrosting is achieved in minutes rather than hours/days, even for large product blocks and, if
necessary, directly inside packaging used for storage (carton boxes, polyethylene bags, etc.).
Different species of fish and seafood, whole, H&G, fillets, loins, steak/chunks, shell-on or peeled can
be RF defrosted: squid, calamari, octopus, scallops, mussels, sardines, salmon, tuna, swordfish,
shrimps, prawns, crawfish, lobsters, cod, pollock, hake, pangasius, halibut, catfish, toothfish, surimi,
etc. The treatment can be performed on IQF products or blocks.
The processing speed and uniformity avoids drip loss and the deterioration of organoleptic, chemical
or physical properties thus preserving the very best product quality.
Last but not least, defrosting is carried out continuously, with significant logistical advantages in
product handling and production scheduling.
Meet us at Hall 4 - stand 4-6351
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STALAM S.p.A.
www.stalam.com

STEEN
Hall 4, Stand 6201

ST700, a new era skinners begins here
What do you do with experience? You constantly improve, innovate and look for even better solutions.
This is exactly what STEEN did when they developed the ST700-series: ST700T table skinner and ST700V
automatic skinning machine. The original successful technique was kept and improved which created
more possibilities, but the concept of the machine was innovated to be ahead of the current health
and hygiene regulations.
In practice, both the ST700T and ST700V have knives which can be set and locked at different cutting
heights so more fish can be processed on the same machine and also, to make deepskinning possible.
The advantage of the technique used, is that the knife can also be taken out of the machine for better,
easier cleaning and that it can be replaced by another knife type.
Next to that, the machines are dismountable so the known hard to reach and thus hard to clean areas
are exposed for easier and more thorough cleaning. With the ST700T, the back plate and knife can be
removed, while the infeed plate opens up. From the ST700V, the top unit, the knife and the syntenic
conveyor belts can be removed from the machine and the infeed belt and outfeed belts can be folded
open. The advantage that no tools are needed for the above, contributes to the innovative concept of
the whole series. Needless to say, STEEN has also developed a mobile support for these machines to
place all the components on to ensure a safe and clean work environment and to give easy access for
thorough cleaning.
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On top of these general advantages, there are options available to make the use easier and faster. For
the ST700T for instance, you can invest in an outfeed plate, table, water collector and skin separator,
additional blade and more. For he ST700V, you can choose between a long and short in-and outfeed
belt, an infeed table and a speed regulator to optimize your production.
Curious? Why don’t you come by and see for yourself and be convinced of our technology!
Visit us at Seafood Processing Global, Hall 4-6201.

STORA ENSO
Hall 3, Stand 5461

EcoFishBoxTM – a fish package that saves both nature and costs.
For the first time, Stora Enso is proud to join the Seafood Processing Global fair in Brussels with their
sustainable packaging offer for the fish industry.
Stora Enso's strategic goal is to be “The Renewable Materials Company” and with this we would like
to present EcoFishBoxTM to the visitors at the fair, EcoFishBoxTM.
EcoFishBoxTM corrugated board packages made from renewable wood fiber are an environmentally
friendly option for styrox (EPS, expanded polystyrene) packages widely used in the fish industry.
Thanks to both its renewable raw material and its recyclability, the EcoFishBoxTM packaging concept
is ideal for the need to find an alternative, responsible packaging solution for the styrox packages.
From an economic point of view switching to use the EcoFishBoxTM packages will reduce customers’
unit packaging costs by 10-30%, depending on the annual packing volumes. In addition, packaging
automation enables fish packers to reduce labor and storage costs significantly.
Corrugated board, which is commonly used in retail packages, is a 100% recyclable material with a
comprehensive collection and recycling system in Scandinavia and many other countries. For retailers
switching to fiber-based packaging means an easier recycling of fish packages. As it can be flattened
and fully recycled, EcoFishBoxTM can reduce the packaging waste handling, transport and recycling
costs by up to 60%.
Another major environmental motive is related to transport. The corrugated board packages are
delivered as flat sheets from the factory to the fish packers. This means that transport and storage of
EcoFishBoxTM packages takes seven times less space compared to styrox packages.
Meet face to face with the Stora Enso sales team, get a demonstration of the EcoFishBoxTM offer and
packaging automation solution in Hall 3, stand number: 5461.
We hope to see you soon!
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Contact information:
Caterine Wilderoth
Marketing Manager, Stora Enso
caterine.wilderoth@storaenso.com
storaenso.com/ecofishbox

VERWIJS FISHING
Hall 6, Stand 1160

Star Pride
Sustainable Seafood in Organic Compostable Packaging
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J.P. Verwijs Import Export B.V. introduces a high innovative organic compostable
packaging for its frozen seafood products.
Inspired by the Circular Economy a business model that reflects the highest standards of
sustainability, transparency, simplicity and quality is adopted.
Taking in perception that care of nature is paramount, the emphasis is on taking responsibility to
reduce traditional packaging materials.
By introducing compostable packaging a significant contribution to the reduction of plastic
waste is made.
Innovative Packaging Material
The innovative packaging material is derived from agricultural waste product and it is in full
compliance with EFSA and FDA legislation.
Carbon Footprint
Converting agricultural waste into biodegradable packaging to replace old school plastics
reduces the CO2-footprint significantly.
Organic Compostable according EN 13432
The biodegradable and compostable features of this packaging material are in full compliance with
EN 13432 / 14995 standards.
Inquiry
If you are interested please visit the exhibitor at SEAFOOD GLOBAL EUROPE 7-9th May, Hall 6,
Booth 1160, where various seafood products in this organic compostable packaging are shown or
contact sales@verwijsfish.com for further enquiries.
J.P. Verwijs Import Export B.V. +31 113 55 65 75 sales@verwijsfish.com www.verwijsfish.com
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